Paper no. 132-18-A

Minutes of the NFYFC Council
Saturday 23 & Sunday 24 June 2018, at The Quality Hotel, Allesley, Coventry
Present: Miss Lynsey Martin (LM (Chair of Council), Miss Katie Hall (KH) (Vice Chair of Council),
Miss Laura Elliott (LE) (Vice Chair of Council), members & guests as recorded in the attendance
book.
In Attendance: Mr James Eckley, NFYFC Chief Officer & NFYFC Staff Team, and representatives of
the Board of Management, as recorded in the attendance book.

SATURDAY 23 JUNE 2018
Chair’s opening remarks & introductions – Lynsey Martin welcomed members to the council meeting.
She also noted that the YFC travel exchanges would be joining council in the evening; John Armstrong and
Ian Walker (Northern Ireland), Katharina Lehner (Austria), Silvia Siemen (Germany), Megan Rawn (Canada)
and Lukas Backus (Germany).
1.

LM on behalf of council sent condolence to the family, Bedfordshire County and Aylesbury YFC in memory
of Lauren Cyster an enthusiastic member who will be sadly missed.
2.

Apologies for absence – As recorded in the attendance book

3.

Diary update: Chair & Vice Chairs of Council & Chief Officer – LM referred council to the printed
calendars and asked council to encourage counties and clubs to continue to invite the officer team to
their events and they would attend as many as possible.

4.

Minutes of the Previous Meetings held on the 17 & 18 February 2018 – (paper no 046-18-A refers)
were duly proposed by Ed Ford (Ex Officio Chair) and seconded by Dewi Parry (Clwyd) and duly signed
by Lynsey Martin as a true and correct record of the meeting.

5.

Any matters arising from the minutes – none raised.

6.

To receive any relevant correspondence – none received.

Equaliteas – A celebration of the 90th Anniversary of the Representation of the People Act 1928 –
democratic equality
Council adjourned at 10.40am in order for council to carry out an ‘Equaliteas’ discussion session. Jodie
Green thanked members of Council for taking part and noted that the record of the discussions would be
collated and used to work up a future Curve Module on Equalities.
Council resumed at 11.50
7.
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Review of YFC member behavior at Annual Convention 2018–
NFYFC Council Attitudes, Values and Integrity
Cath Sykes led the session. CS noted that the session would look at: why, after all the work done by county federations and the NFYFC Council, on behavior did this
situation in Blackpool arise?
 What impact this has had on NFYFC, Counties, Clubs down to grassroot members?
CS noted that there was a need to get council’s views at this session and asked members to be open and
honest and the need to take some responsibility for what has happened and what we are doing about.
8.

In groups council were asked to write down the T-Shirt slogan the a YFC club or county federation printed
and used for Convention 2018, the slogans were then self assessed – were they acceptable, how were they
viewed by the public, how were the slogans chosen and were there any themes emerging?
CS read out a sample of inappropriate slogans and groups were asked to discuss them and to talk about
what we can do to help counties and clubs deal with this situation, and also why do YFC members need to
contact NFYFC to ask if they are appropriate, why don’t the county federations and YFC clubs deal with this
topic appropriately? What does council wants to happen when NFYFC say no and the decision is
undermined and the T-shirt are printed anyway?
Feedback was taken from each group and the items are summarised below:
 Drop the club shirt night – NFYFC are seen to be promoting this
 We would struggle to stop them doing it
 Only allow positive T-shirts
 Encourage charities to be promoted
 It has in the past been seen as a ‘badge of honour’
 No to slogans – only advertise your club
 Who monitors them – it should not be NFYFC to do this
 There has been a change over the last 10 years and now they are close to the line
 There should be a farming message to help raise awareness for projects
 Why would you wear it in Blackpool but not wear it elsewhere i.e. London or elsewhere
The groups were asked “What do you think the Annual Convention is about?
The summary list is below:
 Piss up
 National competitions finals
 Social
 Gathering
 AGM of NFYFC
 Celebration
 Fundraising
 Rite of passage – when member turn 18
 Initiations
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Holiday
Out of control
Like minded people
Corporate liability
Chance to behave differently from what you would do at home
Networking
People go to have sex
Fun – but what is seen at the definition of fun
T-shirts with slogans
A council member who has not been because they do not wish to party – they feel intimidated.
The balance of bad behavior has gone too far.

The groups were asked above event management in terms of managing the county group (booking),
managing Travel, group leader’s responsibilities and excessive drinking – who’s responsibility?
 Some counties hold a Pre Annual Convention warm up event 1 or 2 weeks before
 One county have a barbeque and members watch the behaviour presentation
 Cornwall hold their Charity WOTNOT in the lead up and ending at the event
 The group highlighted the inappropriate marketing from Blackpool pubs and clubs encouraging
drink deals ie. Free shots, 2 pint glasses.
Council then held a lengthy general discussion the summary of which is below:
JCE noted that the 15 members of the staff team at Stoneleigh work hard from February onwards to make
the convention at the Winter Gardens, or Riviera Centre a success and to liaise with Police, Council,
Licensing Officers and Forums to ensure the Convention is well run, everyone, especially the local
stakeholders know about the event, and what to expect.
It has now become a pattern that after the event a great deal of time is put to dealing with incidents and
complaints about YFC members conduct away from the main venue. The Council, staff and County
Federation put in place the behaviour presentation and all have worked hard on getting the messages to
the YFC membership about the expectations.
The staff currently feels very de-motivated as all of the good things that happened at Convention and were
celebrated there have been overlooked because of the exceptionally bad conduct of YFC members in the
town centre.
Ed Ford noted that the Canadian 4H have a ‘No Alcohol Policy’. In order to drink in Canada the age limit is
21+.
It was noted that no members of Worcestershire FYFC had attended a Convention behaviour presentation.
Lancashire FYFC – all members attend the presentation and this is linked in with the ‘Know Your Limits’
Curve module.
Matt Caldicott noted that at County level there is a need to own their events; it is not just the annual
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convention where there are issues.
Travelling to an event was discussed and drinking on transport is a real issue and needs to be managed.
Some bus companies are refusing to transport YFC members.
Initiations for first time members to annual convention i.e. ‘V’ on the foreheads. These members are put
under pressure to drink and are seen as boring if they do not take part.
Serious issues with Group Leaders who are drunk, or who did not know that they had been put into the
role. Members who are Group Leaders and stay sober for the weekend should get their package paid for
by the group attending, some Counties do offer this.
DC is concerned that we are having to look after and shepherd members who are over 18 and are adults in
order to make them behave – a lack of personal responsibility. DC summarised that the issue comes down
to the fact that YFC needs to recognise that there is an Alcohol/Culture problem which is out of control
and affecting the reputation of YFC severely.
Council took a break
Council resumed:
JCE outlined to council the magnitude of complaints received. Copies of a selection of the 91 complaints
received were handed out to the groups.
JCE/HB has met with the Deputy Leader of the Blackpool Council, Senior Councillors, police and winter
gardens management.
Complaints are made up of; Blackpool community and businesses, in appropriate T-Shirt slogans (JCE asks
why?), excessive drinking on coaches, trains, anti social behaviour, criminal damage, crude, lude,
threatening, and racist behaviour. All of the complaints came flooding in after the two initial incidents on
social media – this issue of YFC members conduct and use of alcohol is widespread – the letters of
complaint are about different incidents, not those on social media videos.
The aftermath of this has meant directing NFYFCs staff team to put (probably more than) 600 staff hours
to manage this crisis situation; most staff generously gave 70, 80 or more hours to support this work in the
week following the Convention – a time when they should have been able to take a day’s TOIL to recover
from working long hours at the event itself.
Cheryl Liddle outlined the media impact and what was done to mitigate the excessive coverage. She noted
that it was important the NFYFC took ownership of the coverage and put out an official apology statement
from Lynsey as quickly as possible.
The hit on social media reached 3.2M for negative promotion, opposed to the positive coverage of
convention with 870,000 hits; this meant that the positive coverage was squashed.
It was decided to quickly launch the #Trueyfc to encourage positive coverage and attempt to ‘turn around
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the online activity.
KH noted that for two weeks after the incidents she stopped going on farms visits because she was so
ashamed to be associated with YFC.
LM is self employed and when going to industry meetings it is the first thing that people ask about.
LE asked council to show their appreciation for the staff team. [Council applauded].
David Clark (BoM) who works in The House of Commons and has to ask his HR for permission to remain on
the BoM for NFYFC. His department asked him ‘Why would you want to do that?’ He has found it
humiliating and noted that actions need to be taken and we must move on positively.
JCE noted that it is not just Blackpool where there have been incidents this year, he was called to sort out
behaviour conduct problems over the Easter weekend, there have also been issues with YFC members
travelling to Skegness & Weston Super Mare Area although these events were postponed due to snow,
and YFC members asked not to travel. T-shirts were a known issue before the weekend, and yet it appears
all find it acceptable to print and wear offensive slogans and images.
Ed Bentley (Northern Area) on behalf of the area thanked JCE and the staff team for their hard work in
containing the social media crisis, and for any heartache and upset this has caused them.
Council adjourned for lunch 13.35
Council re-convened at 14.10
JCE summarised the situation: There has to be a culture change. We are a Rural Youth Organisation. We
ask volunteers to take legal and other responsibilities for us - the members of the Board of Management.
We want to listen to council. We want social events where adults take responsibility for their own actions
and do not let the whole membership down. The NFYFC and County staff cannot continue to parent YFC
members – often in their late twenties or older.
Young members are feeling intimidated – several members of the Council declared that they don’t attend
the Convention because of this.
Alcohol is being consumed to excess.
Social media and CCTV are now watching all of the time and our digital footprint is there forever.
The organisation has to self-police at every level.
It is going to be tough times for the Board of Management. It could take 3 -5 years to make a culture
change but we have to do it. Our finances will be scrutinised and there will be a backlash to whatever we
decide to do.
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Members of Council declared that they have removed YFC achievements from the CV’s and will find it
difficult to put this back, mindful of employers now checking social media accounts at the early stages of
selection.
LM asked Sian from Kuhn for her views as a NFYFC sponsor. Sian has had to justify sponsorship to the
managers of the Kuhn team and it has been difficult, she is sure that YFC can find a way through this crisis.
A selection of the complaint letters were read out by LM/KH/LE/DC/SP. Council were shocked and
saddened at the various complaints, particular reference was made to the racist behaviour which has crept
in.
A summary of the council discussion on annual convention has been produced and is detailed below:
All YFC members will have heard about the negative publicity from the Annual Convention held in
Blackpool in May - on Facebook or other media channels.
What you will have seen is a very small fraction of poor conduct in Blackpool that weekend. At the June
Council meeting, when the offices and staff explained the extent of the behaviour issues in detail,
members of the NFYFC Council were visibly shocked, upset and very disheartened that the Federation’s
reputation and that of its members had been so damaged.
To put things into perspective:
 After Blackpool 2016 NFYFC received 2 formal complaints.
 After Torquay 2017 the number of formal complaints was 7. These were managed quickly and
effectively by the staff and officers of the NFYFC. This year a staggering 91 complaints have been
received.
Over 550/600 hours of staff time has been reallocated from other projects to manage and respond to
these complaints and get the reputation of the federation back on track. We will not get this time back to
help and support our county federations deliver their work.
Accounts of events over the weekend is chilling to hear. To isolate just a couple of the incidents: One mother had to seek refuge in a shop due to her and her young daughter feeling intimidated by
the drunk YFC members in Blackpool town centre in the early afternoon.
 YFC members urinating and defecating in the middle of the streets of Blackpool.
 One YFC member standing in the hotel lobby completely naked covered in faeces and hurling
abuse at the staff attempting to assist him.
 YFC members being abusive to nurses and doctors in the A&E department - meaning other
patients could not be seen.
 Many complaints received about the obscene and provocative slogans on the back of YFC club
shirts.
 This list goes on and on…..
 The most shocking however was a report from the band playing in the Winter Gardens venue on
Friday night...the agent for the band, stated how their black band member was racially abused by
YFC members whilst playing on the stage in the Winter Gardens - some members of the crowd
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pointing at the band member and making inappropriate gestures.
 Racism is not acceptable in everyday society and certainly not within the YFC.
The NFYFC Board, Officers of Council and members of the NFYFC are taking these matters very seriously.
YFC members that have been identified have been expelled from the federation and if anyone has any
information about other incidents please discuss these with the staff at the YFC Centre, your County
Office, or a member of the county management team – it is important that YFC members, whoever they
are, who have damaged the reputation of our organisation are found and removed from it.
Impact:
The NFYFC Board and staff are left to the carry the shame of the YFC. The staff and officers are constantly
asked “what were member of YFC Clubs doing in Blackpool?” This is difficult for staff and officers who do
not wish to be associated with the despicable conduct of YFC members whilst in the public eye.
Naturally the staff and officers feel disheartened which is not good for morale or for our organisation.
The Vice Chair of NFYFC Council - visits customers on their farms every day, had to work from home for
two weeks after the Convention as they could not to answer the questions being asked every day.
Chair of NFYFC Council - similar experiences as the Vice Chair and this make them question their position
as Chairs of the NFYFC – do they want to be office holders and represent YFC members.
Member of the Board of Management - has had to disclose the reputation damage and media coverage
of the bad conduct to employers. This is a humiliating thing to have to do regarding their professional
capacity and as a member of the NFYFC Board.
The rest of the NFYFC Board has had similar experiences. These people are integral to the running of the
federation and are currently disappointed in the YFC attitude to behaviour.
For the federation, the YFC reputation has been severely damaged. To put this in context: Before the Convention weekend promotional content was shared on Facebook about the good
work of YFC. This had 800k views
 After the Convention weekend the video of one of the incidents in Blackpool was posted by a
member of the public. This had more than 3.2million views.
 NFYFC’s (and County Federations’ and YFC) sponsors will question their connection with the YFC
now and in the future.
 The YFC is a youth organisation and the value and meaning of this is now really in question. What
damage has this incident done to more than half of the YFC membership - those that were not in
Blackpool or are under the age of 18?
 There is a risk of losing members as well as putting off potential new members, especially the
younger generation as statistics are now indicating the young people do not drink as heavily as the
generations before them.
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For YFC members:
 A damaging effect for CVs, potential employers not wanting to be associated with YFC members.
 Employers now, as a matter of course, examine Facebook and other social media accounts. Being
a member of the YFC now has a tarnished image.
 Due to the actions of a few at the 2018 event, this may have been the last event of this kind.
 The NFYFC Council felt that the organisation cannot offer the required guarantees that a town’s
council / police will want for the event to run without incident in 2019.
 It has been said that the NFYFC makes too much money from Convention and cannot afford to
scrap it. However, our reputation and all the positive work we do as an organisation is worth far
more than the money the event brings to the federation.
 If it is decided that we drop the convention weekend, cuts will need to be made to services from
NFYFC.
We want to ensure that YFC is the organisation that we all know and love, supported by events that we are
so successful at running. However, this means that we have to make changes.
As an organisation we need to recognise we have a cultural problem – bad conduct fuelled by excessive
drinking.
We are a youth organisation representing 10-26 years olds. Convention as it is (18+ only) is not inclusive
for all our members and is currently a forum for excessive drinking and poor behaviour for some of our
members.
To summarise:
 Members that have been identified have been expelled and we are continuing to look for others.
 Board of Management and Council cannot offer the required guarantees to allow us to run the
event again in 2019.
 Before we can even consider running an event again, cultural change is required at club and
county level.
LM emphasised to council that whatever decision is made it is the board members that carry responsibility
and liability. Council members representing your clubs and counties must think very hard about the
future. No one should go back to their members and say “National has decided....”. LM confirmed that
there should be more discussion over the weekend and council would come back to this again in their
Sunday meeting, she asked steering groups to consider the following.
How will the YFC membership safeguard their own reputation and that of Clubs, County Feds & the
NFYFC at a similar event?
LM returned to the main council agenda.
LM tabled apologies from Heather Black and confirmed that she would be delivering the Board of
Management Report.
9.

To receive and adopt the report from the Board of Management
Council to note:
 The Board reviewed the impact of the social media and flood of complaints received about the
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conduct and behavior of YFC members in Blackpool town centre during the Convention weekend.
 Unprecedented number of complaints received – to summarise in a single word, the
conduct as “intimidating” and was absolutely unacceptable.
 Poor conduct was widespread and not just the incidents seen on Facebook.
 The YFC Centre has spent more than 550 hours managing this reputational crisis – time
that is now lost to NFYFC’s projects and support work.
Approach taken to manage the crisis: NFYFC had to own the problem and to contain it.
 Defending or deflecting blame simply not an option.
 A response was sent to EVERY complainant (quickly) – to appease and to apologise.
 Every sponsor alerted to the situation via telephone and this was followed up in writing –
everyone has confirmed that they appreciated the phone call and email. This meant that
the NFYFC’s integrity was covered and accountability was available should a head office or
say, a Board member, of a sponsor ask questions.
Heather Black and JCE have now met with the Blackpool Council Officials (Cabinet members and
Head of Directorates of Blackpool Council). Heather and James have apologised to the Council for
the unacceptable behavior in the town by YFC members.
At the meeting it was agreed that the 2019 Annual Convention is under review and a decision will
be made by the end of July/August 2018.
This means, that planning of the 2019 event in currently on hold – whilst the Federation is in talks
with Blackpool Council.
That the Board & Trustees has thanked the NFYFC staff team for their professional handling of the
media crisis following the Annual Convention 2018. Their commitment to the organisation over
and above their job roles is very much appreciated.
That the Articles of Association for the new Charitable Limited Company and that the Rules and
Byelaws of the NFYFC (as amended) were approved at the Annual General Meeting.
The Board will now continue with the incorporation of the NFYFC and is seeking a quote for the
next phase of legal work required.
That following the outcome of the Levy Motion (10% increase approved at the AGM), the board is
reviewing the NFYFC financials to determine the consequences to programmes and activities in
2019 and beyond. These include: A freeze on recruitment of NFYFC staff (two new posts were approved earlier this year will
now not be appointed).
 This means that the development of the online membership system will be halted as no
staff resource available to run a system and manage membership cards at the YFC Centre.
At its July 2018 meeting the Board will examine the effects of a reduced operating income
resulting from the threat to Convention surpluses in addition to the levy decision of the AGM
meeting.
The Board believes that this will affect the services that can be delivered by the YFC Centre in the
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foreseeable future and will therefore also examine the purpose and functions of the NFYFC/YFC
Centre.
This will include setting out “what is the role of the NFYFC” and what the NFYFC can/should do as
part of the subscription.
This will include examining what services can only remain if they become charged for activities
The board is reviewing both the NFYFC Drugs and NFYFC Alcohol Policies these will be examined by
the PD Steering Group today.
That the board has received a detailed verbal report from HOPS Labour Solutions Limited. This
business is developing since the loss of the SAWS scheme however significant profits as were seen
under SAWS will not be forthcoming in the foreseeable future.
The recruitment of independent members of the NFYFC BoM is underway to fill current vacancies
and to fill vacancies becoming available later in 2018.
GDPR awareness training and telephone support has been provided to counties. Most counties
have followed recommendations but some took steps to seek consent for data subjects which
were not necessary.
The process towards compliance has proved difficult for the organisation because of the separate
legal structures of Club, County and NFYFC.
Legal advice on data relationships and liabilities (that could bring risk to the NFYFC) has now
concluded and clarification on how the Information Commissioners' Office will view an YFC data
breach – who is accountable.
NFYFC are currently working towards a solution for compliance which will offer GDPR support and
training to counties. This is may include options for charged for add-ons for direct professional
services for counties.
A plan for club training will be incorporated into a Curve module.

Chris Lloyd referred council to the 2018 Budget and 5 Year Projection figures tabled and were happy to
take any questions. CL thanked JCE/EA/BB as the annual convention 2018 had exceeded the budget.
CL noted that the 5 Year Projection is not now strictly correct as it had been drawn up prior to the levy
increase agreed and any current future convention issues. CL noted that one thing is clear that from 2014
– 2022 we will not get a surplus or breakeven situation, we cannot continue as we are. With a new board
in place and work on the strategy for NFYFC we will need to work within our means.
The board had one item for approval – however council did not have sufficient council members in order
to vote. This item was deferred to the Sunday meeting.
LM closed the meeting at 3.25pm and would reconvene at 10.30 on Sunday 24 June 2018.
SUNDAY 24 JUNE 2018
LM welcomed members to the council meeting and noted that Saturday’s meeting had been a long and
hard day and she thanked members for their contributions.
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LM appointed David Clark and Chris Llloyd as Tellers for the meeting.
LM asked steering groups leads to respond to the question posed at the Saturday meeting How will the YFC membership safeguard their own reputation and that of Clubs, County Feds & the
NFYFC at a similar event?
AGRI – JH The group are looking for potential different opportunities as a Plan B and will work on new
projects.

Youth Forum – MW – The members of the forum belief that YFC members need to take responsibility of
their own actions and should face the consequences for their bad behavior and the message needs to go
back to the grassroot members that this will not be tolerated.
Events & Marketing – The group was stumped to know what to members are 18+ and adults. There needs
to be a cultural change, suggest go back to the areas.
Competitions – No time to discuss.
Personal Development – Nothing to add.
10. Board of Management – Item to approve



The Board to take steps to put in place the Board structure as detailed in the Rules and Byelaws
(approved at the 2018 AGM meeting) as soon as is reasonably practical.
 This will aid the transition to a Charitable Company and should include Board
subcommittees as follows: Appointment, remuneration and staff.
 Finance.
 Risk & Audit.
 The first part of this should be to recruit the four YFC Member Board Members All
must be Club Members of a YFC Club (i.e. Aged 16 yrs +)
Elections to take place October 2018.
Council voted and approved this item.
11. To receive and adopt the reports from the Steering Groups of NFYFC (to include topics for

consultation by member of council before the next meeting of NFYFC council in October)
11.1 Agriculture & Rural Issues (AGRI) Steering Group – James Hutchinson reported:
1. AGRI’s review of AGRI Brunch 2018 was very positive and plans/alternatives were discussed for
2019. There was positive feedback from the guest speakers, survey and evaluation results
2. NFYFC was successful with its bid for Defra support for 2018-19 and projects comprise AGRI
Brunch 2018, Food, Farming and Careers Curve module & video and Planning for Succession
training module in association with Savills and Sian Bushell
3. Start Young and Value Added Guide (in association with RBST) launched at Royal Three Counties
Show 16 June and now available online for YFC members
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4. Remaining Defra grant project 2017 - 18 - Succession video is currently being completed and will
be ready for September
5. AGRI responded to Defra’s Health and Harmony: the future for food, farming and the environment
in a Green Brexit consultation. Representatives continue to attend industry and Brexit roundtable
meetings
6. AGRI is liaising with NADIS (National Animal Disease Information Service) about possible future
county training opportunities
7. AGRI is developing a crop protection awareness video – the last component of this year’s Crop
Protection Association sponsorship
8. Industry reps reported back to AGRI from meetings attended which included NFU Council, NFU
Next Generation Forum, Fresh Start Land Enterprise and Open Farm Sunday. Feedback was given
previously to the Youth Forum regarding county activity for Open Farm Sunday (OFS). Highlighting
career opportunities at OFS events was recommended.
AGRI discussed current CEJA work and future offers for continued membership. A written proposal will be
sent from CEJA in July and further discussions between NFU and NFYFC will take place before a proposal is
considered by the Board of Management.
Further planning and discussions regarding the 2018 Study Tour to Saverne
The request from Matthew Naylor was highlighted and discussed.
AGRI remains interested to hear the views of the younger YFC members on public rural transport to feed
into rural research
AGRI will support public procurement of British food and suggest ways for the YFC membership to get
involved. Supporting #BritishFoodisGreat , @Love British Food and #TrueYFC are all feasible components
11.2 Competitions Steering Group – Fay Thomas reported:
1. 2018/19 rules approved
2. 69 members have participated in the British Wool Blue Seal training – with a 50% discount to the fee
3. Floristry Guild judges will be used for Malvern and the 2019 rules will correspond with the Guild’s
rules in future years
4. 2018/19 competitions comprise: Ballroom Dancing & Choir: Sports (mixed rounders, touch rugby,
mixed netball)
5. Cube exhibit size will remain up to 1 metre cubed incorporating an item in wool.
6. Workshop Skills will be renamed Farm Safety Skills. A team of four will carry out tasks involving:
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 ATV
 4x4 with trailer
 tractor & PTO task
 in conjunction with First Aid and Farm Safety Foundation.
7. Ideas required for 2019/20 competitions programme at the next meeting
8. Each County Federation to be asked to submit calendar of events for 2018/19 and 2019/20 to enable
NFYFC to review dates of competitions finals
9. Performing Arts - for 2019 onwards each team to nominate a YFC member as the person to liaise
with the NFYFC organiser and chief stewards
10. Youth Forum to be asked to review the Junior Public Speaking competition
11. A request for AGRI’s NFYFC Farm Business Development competition rules to be added to the
competitions’ resources page of the website. Also be aware of the SmartFarmingGuide website
12. Public Speaking competition video will be added to the website
13. Request for ideas an arable based competition – please send these to the YFC Centre
14. Reminder: Competitions Day takes place on 30 June, Stafford
11.3 Events & Marketing (E&M) – Michael Wood reported:
15. E&M wish to establish what are the most popular communication channels and platforms used by YFC
members – where do they go to find information?
16. National Young Farmers’ Week will highlight:
 the #trueyfc campaign
 a video competition will be used
17. Annual Convention 2018 event feedback for the event in the Winter Gardens was reviewed.
EB suggested that clubs do a promotional video to combat the negative videos. Cheryl Liddle confirmed
that there will be a video for YFC week which will focus more on projects and competitions still showing
fun but less on the parties and dance events in order to give one simple positive message.
Council queried how much information should go back to the members. LM confirmed that all the
information should go back because it is reality and people need to know.
LE noted that there are no quick fixes and members need to know that the one video is just the tip of the
iceberg; they need to understand all the other bad behavior.
EF noted that following all the discussions at the Saturday council, there still needs to be more discussion
and council should be asked to give a show of hands whether the event should go ahead, the board of
management need to know.
DF noted that he would raise the question if Worcestershire members lost their big fundraising events
how would they feel if this was as a consequence of bad behavior from the members. The example needs
to be asked.
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CW – noted that the question must be asked of the community and the clubs in Blackpool at a local level
and to know what they are doing to compact behavior issues, local level is key.
LM confirmed that she wished to have 3 main points available from these discussions which would be
tabled at the end of the meeting and asked council to consider these.
18. YFC Ski Holiday – the holiday will be launched during the week of 6th July. E&M approved the
merchandise for the trip.
11.4 Personal Development – George Goodwin reported:
19. Co-options elected
 Marcus Bailey
 Rachel Benney
20. That the PD steering group have decided to go to Costa Rica and Sri Lanka in 2019 due to the
Facebook travel poll result.
21. That the YFC Travel selection day will take place at the Woodland Grange, Warks on 1st December
2018.
22. That the European Rally taking place 19th – 24th August 2019 is Sharing & Caring in a Democratic and
Inclusive European Community. Plans are progressing and the organising committee is currently
approaching potential sponsors.
23. That the Curve module target of delivering to 2,500 people has been exceeded and is now at 2617. In
addition, the target of reaching 25 counties has been met. This has partly been due to the high
uptake of the Farm Safety module.
 That 104 YFCs have received the Farm Safety Curve training equating to 1691 members.
97% of those trained feel that the course has improved their awareness of Farm Safety.
24. That the PD steering group is very pleased with the new training brochure and would like to make
sure that all County Federations circulate to trainers and clubs.
25. That the new Curve module target for 2018-2019 is to train 2750 members. In addition a target has
been set for every county in England to deliver the Curve and NFYFC staff will have discussions with
Wales FYFC to agree a target.
26. That PD will promote Rural + and Know Your Limits from September 2019 and will ask E&M for
support.
27. That the County Training Award and Top Trainer’s Award will be open for Counties and Trainers to
apply from Monday.
28. That a very positive East Midlands Trainers’ Forum has been held and it focused on Rural+ and Know
your Limits.
29. That the next Trainers Forum will take place in the South West Area.
30. The Steering Group gave good feedback on the Equaliteas workshop and are confident that this will
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help some YFC clubs.
31. That NFYFC has been invited to sit on the national Step-up-to-Serve Environmental Steering Group,
members of PD will attend.
32. That the PD members listed criteria for the basic standard for an YFC Club and had also discussed
what is to be considered best practice.
33. That the PD steering group support a longer term strategy for Alcohol education for YFC.
34. That the Drugs and Alcohol policies be circulated for consultation.
35. That a positive discussion was held concerning social members. The PD Steering Group agreed to look
further into this topic and create a discussion document. PD wishes to work with Events and
Marketing on this.
11.5 Youth Forum – Megan Watkins reported:
36. The forum will be exploring possible work into supporting LGBTQ+ members within our membership
37. The forum discussed rural transport and will feedback to AGRI to input into the rural services
consultation document
38. The forum reviewed the Open Farm Sunday contributions and developing information for YFC clubs
and counties to encourage participation.
39. The forum has finalised the fact card design to add a further educational element to the Watch that
Cowpat resource. The group has also secured funding for two additional games, one for the Northern
area and one for the South West area.
40. The forum will be presenting three motions to the British Youth Council for the next manifesto for
young people. The topics include rural mental health, the importance of the ‘young’ farmer’s voice in
Brexit discussions and rural property options.
41. The youth forum will be undertaking an audit of county youth forums to direct support to the correct
areas and to ensure the voice of younger members is represented locally.
42. The forum discussed current trends in social media and communication and how they could be
utilised within the organisation.
43. The forum is exploring a number of locations and funding opportunities for their 2019 residential
meeting
44. The forum discussed the four steering group agenda topics and will feedback to steering group leads.
45. The forum is pleased that the Rules and Byelaws has recognised the importance of the input of the
U21’s committee to youth proof the work of NFYFC and ensuring the Council represents the
membership demographic.
Council meeting break 11.20
Council meeting resumed at 11.30
12. Continued discussions following Annual Convention 2018
LM asked council by a show of cards; “Should NFYFC morally have an event in Blackpool” – The response
was fairly mixed.
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DC gave the example of the Football Association which had to combat bad supporter behaviour several
years ago, and England were thrown out of the European Tournament. This helped to improve supporter
behaviour in future years.
KH believes that we should say no for at least a year and face the consequences of cuts that need to be
made. We all need to take responsibility and give the membership a massive wake up call.
JCE noted to council that there were 4 counties who booked their YFC members into the hotels, probably
arranged bus transport as well, but they were non-participating members who had not purchased a
wristband for the Convention. Lm named the counties as; Herefordshire, Montgomeryshire, Radnor and
Warwickshire. These County Federations are complicit in encouraging YFC members to not join the formal
events.
MW asked if NFYFC can actually afford not to have annual convention. CL advised council that he could
not actually answer the question, in the current context 2018 Budget annual convention has yielded
£268,000, the levy in 2018 will be £340,000, to replace convention would need a 75% increase in the levy.
CL noted that the Board members take on the liability and can be sued. There are strong reserves in place
but we could not afford to cancel such an event year on year.
The cumulative damage is on our reputation. LM noted that it is ridiculous to ruin the reputation of the
whole organisation because of one 3 day event – YFC membership is year-long.
Council agreed that it is difficult to legislate what goes on in Blackpool town. LE emphasised that bad
behaviour has snowballed and questioned whether we can do enough in time to reverse this for next
year?.
Council asked what had been done to members who demonstrated bad behaviour and were known on the
videos. JCE confirmed that those members have been expelled from membership
KW emphasised that she has had to take action with her members following the Skegness weekend, it is
not nice and a horrible time as Area Chairman at the time – but it was the right thing to do, had to be done
and we must all be strong to challenge bad conduct. There is always a backlash as YFC members do not
see their conduct as bad, and fail to take personal responsibility for it.
Jon Sarsfield addressed council on behalf of the Life Vice Presidents & Deputy Presidents and noted that
“the staff and Board share your shame” and the few members have let everybody down including
Charlotte Smith (NFYFC President). JS noted that it was important to take action against these members,
time will pass and we will move on. NFYFC need to draw a line under it and do the bare minimum for 1 or
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2 years. The levy should be re-valued and put up to £50 or more to account for this loss – a reality check in
terms of value for money – other organisations fees are far more and we all know that.
GG noted that Staffordshire FYFC have had discussions and are prepared to pay more.
EH Feels that we are punishing so many members who put their heart and soul into the annual
convention, especially with the lead up to national competition finals held at convention.
DH believes that NFYFC should stay away from Blackpool for at least 1 or 2 years to prevent YFC members
getting into trouble again.
Beth Duchesne feels there should be more respect shown to county officers by the members, more power
and responsibility should be given to those who behave. Counties will need help in dealing with bad
behaviour. Members of council said that county federations are experiencing behaviour/alcohol fuelled
problems and were finding it very difficult to deal with – the current county officer and staff at county
struggle to challenge behaviour effectively.
Rachel Benny – There is a need to bring back some pride and be proud to be an YFC member, there are
fantastic opportunities in this organisation and we must stamp out stupidity. James Hutchinson (AGRI)
wished to echo these comments.
Beatrice Dyer suggested that there be a video made which could go out to counties with a visual impact
the presentations heard today – the emotion and passion of the Board and Staff is powerful and needs to
be used if possible – not just here.
LM read out to council what she believes are 3 main areas which have come out of the discussions with
council;
1) Members have been expelled and we will continue to try and identify more members involved –
council were asked to go back to their counties and ask who are these people?
2) The Board of Management and the Officers cannot offer any guarantees into the future of the
annual convention.
3) A cultural change is required at County & Club level in order that future events can be considered.
Item approved by Council
Following a request from David Clark (BoM external specialist), proposed by DC and seconded by Michael
Wood (East Riding of Yorkshire), council approved that each County would be asked to compile a report on
what actions they are going to take in order to take responsibility for the bad behavior of members at club
and county events. This report is to be mandatory and should be submitted to NFYFC by the mid/late
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September prior to the October council meeting.
13. ANY OTHER BUSINESS

13.1 George Goodwin announced that Staffordshire FYFC will be holding a family charity event on Saturday
30 June following the NFYFC Competitions Day and everyone is invited to attend.
13.2 Russell Carrington (Chair RYE) addressed council and congratulated them on full and frank discussions
and wished YFC well from his European colleagues, he was encouraged to see the willingness to have a
cultural change and to stamp out the problems with Alcohol.
14. Date of the Next Meetings – LM confirmed that the next meetings will be held on Saturday 20 &

Sunday 21 October 2018 at The Quality Hotel, Allesley, Coventry.
LM thanked council for their contributions and valued feedback, with no further business she thanked
members for attending and closed the meeting at: 12.45

Signed ......................................................
Lynsey Martin

Dated:.........................................................
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